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Disclosure

Information presented does not involve the rendering of personalized investment advice, but is
limited to the dissemination of general information on products and services. This information
should not be construed as an offer to buy or sell, or a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell the
securities mentioned herein.

This presentation should not be regarded as a complete analysis of the subjects discussed. All
expressions of opinion reflect the judgment of the adviser as of the date of the presentation and
are subject to change.

Past performance may not be indicative of future results. Therefore, no current or prospective
client should assume that the future performance of any specific investment or strategy will be
profitable or equal to past performance levels. All investment strategies have the potential for
profit or loss. Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no
assurance that any specific investment or strategy will be suitable or profitable for a client's
portfolio. There are no assurances that a portfolio will match or outperform any particular
benchmark.

Except where specifically identified otherwise, all performance data in this presentation is
the performance of the Separate Account Strategy.
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About ZEGA

SEC Registered Investment Advisor* founded in 2011

Over $514 million in Assets Under Management as of 
June 30, 2021

Authors of the best-seller: Buy And Hedge: The 5 Iron 
Rules for Investing over the Long Term

Awarded 5-star rating for Buy & Hedge Retirement, 
HiPOS Conservative, ZBIG IRA and ZBIG Leveraged  

Claims compliance with the Global Investment 
Performance Standards



About ZEGA
ZEGA’s mission is to partner with small to mid-size advisors and deliver industry leading options based

investing solutions and insights.

Our passion is understanding the balance between risk and reward.

We are conservative in our market positioning and follow the strictest of ethical codes to act only in the 
best interest of our clients.

And now the media recognizes ZEGA for options insights:



ZEGA Team

With over 140 years of combined investing experience, we follow a 
progressive, forward-thinking approach to investing.

Jay Pestrichelli
CEO/Founder

23 years Investment 
Experience

Mick Brokaw
Managing Director 
of Trading/CCO

24 years Investment 
Experience

Jillian Baker
Director of 
Communications

16 years 
Investment 
Experience

Jim Granger
CIO

20 years 
Investment 
Experience

Derek Moore
IAR of ZEGA

25 years 
Investment 
Experience

“Nothing differentiates a business more than the people who contribute to its success.” – Jay Pestrichelli

Brett Johnson
Director of 
Trading

18 years 
Investment 
Experience

Mike Puck
IAR of ZEGA

15 years 
Investment 
Experience

Therese Brader
Client Services 
Manager

15 years Client 
Services 
Experience



Buy & Hedge
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Buy & Hedge Description

Exposure to stock market growth with protection against major market declines
Uses the S&P 500 as the baseline investment
Captures the majority of US stock market appreciation
Protection that intends to limit losses to 8 to 10% in any 12 month period by putting a floor in the portfolio
Progressive strategy vs. traditional 60/40 stock to bond mix

What does it mean to be Hedged with ZEGA Financial?

Individual account attention given to position management – Not a Fund
Full position and fee transparency 
No lock-up periods. Positions are highly liquid

Strategy executed through a separate managed account structure 
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1 2 3 4 5 6
Market Decline -10% -20% -25% -30% -40% -50%
Growth to Recover 11% 25% 33% 43% 67% 100%
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Why Hedging Works
Long-term outperformance can come in two ways: 
Improved Appreciation over time and lower losses in the 
down years. Hedging intends to do both
Pretty Straight forward.  Over coming smaller percentage 
losses requires smaller magnitude rebounds to recover than 
larger percentage declines require.  

Losing 10% only requires an 11% 
rebound to break even

While a 30% decline requires a 43% to 
rebound to break even 

Avoiding losses allows reinvestment at lower levels to have additional exposure on rebounds than held 
during declines. This can drive improved growth over time.
Reducing drawdowns and volatility delivers smoother returns over time reducing pressure to act and 
client anxiety
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The Math of Hedging
Avoiding losses is the primary means of 
account outperformance during down years, 
however re-investing avoided losses at 
market bottoms adds more to upside 
capture.

In this example, avoiding a 15% loss provides 
the capital to add a 20% stake in the market 
for additional upside capture.

When markets recover the additional shares 
allow for greater upside capture without 
having to make additions to the portfolio

Market capture of +20% vs. 
Non-Hedged at recovery 

0% -10% -25% -10% 0%
Stock Shares 100 100 100 100 100
Hedged Shares 100 100 120 120 120
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Hedged equity is appropriate for investors with a moderately conservative to moderately aggressive risk profile

Conservative Moderate Aggressive
Moderately
Conservative

Moderately
Aggressive

Appropriate Investor Range 

The downside of hedging
Cost of hedging will vary from 2% to 4% annually, causing drag against the index

May not directly participate in dividend yields

Rarely fully participates in the full growth of the S&P 500

Not designed to protect losses for declines of less than 8%

Investor Alignment
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Historical Expectations

Hedging delivers positive 
client outcomes ~ 90% of 

the time based on 
historical market returns

1 Year Market 
Change

Historical 
Frequency

Expected Hedged 
Equity Return Expected Client Sentiment

> +15% ~ 50% Capture 75-85% of upside 
market move

Happy to participate in strong  market gains. Most likely 
exceeded planned annual return.

+2% to +15% ~20% Capture 65-75% of upside 
market move

Happy with gains, but slightly disappointed in hedging drag

-8% to +2% ~10% Underperformance of 2-
4% vs. market

Most disappointing situation. Finds little value in the hedges.

-100% to -8% ~20%
Losses limited to 8% per 
year. 

Max loss experienced, but should be relieved to be hedged. 
Optimistic about extra upside exposure on a rebound
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2020 Performance with COVID-19 Selloff

This is a supplemental report detailing the gross performance of select intervals of an individual account’s gross daily performance vs. its benchmark, the S&P 500

Buy and Hedge Retirement

Year to Date
1/1/20 to 12/31/20
B&H Retirement: 23.77%
S&P 500: 18.40%
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Buy & Hedge Highlights

A protective growth strategy that aims to limit losses to 8-10% over a 12-month period

Captures 65-80% of upside market movement to provide long-term growth

Fixed income ETFs with low duration are purchased with free cash for cash generation

Benefits

Cost of hedging will cause a 2% to 4% drag on returns

May experience higher costs when volatility is high

Fixed income sleeve can reflect risk in addition to stock market volatility

Risks

Appropriate strategy for a client that is comfortable with market swings – but seeks protection from 
potentially significant market crash or crisis.

Replaces a 60/40 stock/bond allocation.

Client Fit



Performance
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Buy & Hedge Retirement



Appendix: GIPS Compliant Disclosure
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GIPS Report Presentation Cont’d
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